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INTRODUCTION

An electromagnetic survey was carried out in late March,1978 

on the ice of Bentley and Siddon Lakes to locate possible conductive 

horizons to assist in the interpretation of the geology under the lakes.

SUMMARY

The five unpatented claims (E0454362-66) covering Bentley and 

Siddon Lakes are three miles southwest of Bancroft in Faraday Twp. and 

immediately north of Highway 28. The claims were recorded by R.Ekstrom 

July 4,1975 and are under extension until April 28,1978. The lakes are 

surrounded by cottage lots and patented mining claims and lots.

Interest in the Bancroft area uranium began in the early 

1950's and three mines were found. Faraday (now Kadawaska Mines) prod 

uced into the I960*s and has recently been re-opened.

The rocks in the area are Grenville gneisses, paragneisses, 

schists and marbles intruded by granite, syenite, pegmatite and gabbro. 

Economic uranium has been found as disseminated concentrations in parts 

of some pegmatite dykes.

The electromagnetic survey was carried out on a grid of 

17,270 feet of line with cross-line spacing at 300 feet or less. A Crone 

Radem EM receiver was used. Readings were taken at 100-foot intervals 

along the cross-lines with 50-foot readings where required. The readings 

were plotted on the lin. ~- 200 ft. map and profiles drawn along each 

line.

The electromagnetic survey indicated that the lake bottoms 

are filled with conductive clays which shielded responses from possible 

bed rock conductors.
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Lake bottom soil sampling and analysis of the samples for 

radon or helium is recommended as the next phase of exploration.

PROPERTY LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property surveyed consists of five unpatented mining 

claims, all under water in Bentley and Siddon Lakes, Faraday Twp., 

Eastern Ontario Mining Division, and are more fully described as follows:

Claim No. Cone. Lot_________.... r. .....

Bentley Lake E0454362 A Part of S part of Lot 14.

E0454363 XI Parts of N parts of Lots 13, 14,
and 15.

E0454364 A Part of S part of Lot 13 and

XI Part of N part of Lot 13. 

Siddon Lake B0454365 . A Parts of S parts of Lots 12 Si 13.

E0454366 H Parts of N parts of Lots 12 4 13.

The claims are readily accessible by road and lie a few 

hundred feet north of Highway 26 some 3 miles southwest of Bancroft. 

Cottage access roads circle the lakes but are generally not open in 

winter. Both lakes are sign-posted on Highway 28.

The claims are directly on the line between the Madawaska 

Mine (formerly Faraday Uranium Mines) and the Greyhawk Mine. Bentley 

Lake is approximately 1/2 mile east of the Madawaska Mine.

ENVIRONMENT

The lakes lie in hollows below high hills to the north 

and west. Cottages have been built around both lakes and the water is 

said to be undrinkable. Siddon Lake is spring-fed and there is relatively 

little other flow into Bentley Lake.
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Summers are warm with a high percentage of sunshine. 

Winters can be cold with temperatures as low as -40OC. Snowfall is 

moderately heavy.

Surface rights are patented on more than ninety percent 

of the land area of Faraday Township.

HISTORY

Although the area had been of continued mining interest 

because of deposits of feldspar, nepheline and other refactories, 

industrial minerals and building stone, the main surge of action began 

in the early 1950's because of uranium. By the mid 1950's mineable or 

close-to mineable deposits were found at the Faraday, Greyhawk, Bicroft, 

and Dyno, All of these lie along the southeast contacts of. several 

round granite batholiths intruded into the Grenville rocks. The pegmatite 

host rocks were erratic and mining cost tended to be high. Some of the 

producers elected to sell their sales contracts rather than continue 

producing. Faraday continued to produce into the I960 1 s and recently 

has been re-opened when a sales contract was made with Italy.

Because of the recent increases in the price of uranium 

many large companies have regained interest in the area and are carrying 

out work in more than nine townships.

The ground under Bentley and Siddon Lakes was held by 

Red Bark Mines in the mid 1950's. Apparently some drilling (four holes) 

was done at that time but no data is available and the location of the 

holes is not known.

A spot radon-in-lake-sediment survey has indicated that 

there is an anomalous amount of radon in Bentley Lake. A helium-in-
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sediments also indicated anomalous values.

In 1977 Madawaska Mines completed grouting a fissure which 

had allowed mine tailings to leak into Bentley Lake.

A magnetometer survey was carried out on the claims in 

March,1977.

GEOLOGY

The area is underlain by Precambrian Proterozoic rocks 

of the Grenville series. The original sedimentary and possibly volcanic 

rocks have been very highly altered to marbles, gneisses, and schists 

and intruded by large granite batholiths, smaller gabbroic intrusions 

and a multitude of pegmatite and syenite plugs, dykes and sills.

Uranium mineralization, generally uraninite and

uranothorite occurs as disseminations in zonesan pegmatites intruded 

into gneisses adjacent to the granite batholiths. It has also been 

found in pegmatites in the marbles and in hydrothermal veins associated 

with fluorite. Uranium has recently been found to be concentrated in 

some skarn zones. The mineable uranium discovered to date has been in 

shoots in zones of the pegmatites. At Madawaska Mine the ore is said to 

continue to more than 3000 feet below surface.

The claims on fientley and Siddon Lakes lie along the trend 

of the known ore zones at Madawaska (Faraday) Mines. From the last 

published data at Faraday, some of the eastern lenses known at that time 

(circa 1955) might extend under the south end of Bentley Lake.

The geological map (Ont. Dept. of Mines Map No. 1957-1, 

Cardiff and Faraday Townships) shows that most of the rocks under
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the lakes will be amphibolite and hornblende gneiss, schist and para- 

gneiss. A band of marble probably passes under the south end of 

Siddon Lake. Amphibolite gneisses have been intruded from the southwest 

and northeast in Bentley Lake and pink and white leucosyenites have 

intruded at the north end of Bently Lake and the east side of Siddon 

Lake. A nepheline skarn is shown along the creek valley joining Bentley 

and Siddon and a skarn is noted in the amphibolite just north of this 

zone.

SURVEY METHOD

The original grid of lines used for the magnetometer survey 

was renewed by tying into pickets or physical features noted on the lake 

shores during the earlier survey. Laths were used for pickets and were 

removed from the ice at the end of the survey. The grid consisted of a 

base line on azimuth 61 with cross lines on azimuth 132 at a spacing of 

300 feet or less to allow the most uniform coverage of the lakes. Two sub 

base lines were established to tie in lines in bays.

A total of 17,270 feet of base lines and cross lines were 

run and 234 EM readings were taken along the 13,480 feet of cross lines.

The electromagnetic survey was carried out using a Crone 

Radem VLP EM receiver. The instrument the VLP Communication Broadcast 

stations for the transmitted field source.These VLF (very low frequency) 

stations are located throughout the world andthe station used in any sur 

vey should be the one closest to being along the strike of possible 

conductors. In the present case, either Seattle, Washington or Cutler, 

Maine could have been used. Cutler, Maine was chosen because the signal 

was much stronger. The transmitted frequency is 17.8 KC'S.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The profiled Electromagnetic Survey Map shows seven normal 

crossovers at: L600W, 25S; L300W, 25Sj LO, 300Nj L900E, 230Nj L1200E, 

200N; L1500E, l60Sj and L2500E, 950S.The profiles are all generally 

broad and gradual. The responses seen at the edges of the lakes show 

dips toward the lakes, i.e. south dips along the northeast sides and 

north dips along the southwest sides.The out of phase readings and the 

lack of clarity of the nulls noted in the field indicate a relatively weak 

conductor. The overall picture indicates that thelakes have conductive 

clay bottoms to a considerable depth. The bays, particularly the west bay 

on Bentley Lake, give the response of more finite conductors but because 

of the discrete location in the bays and the broad aspect of the profile 

the response is ascribed to lake bottom clays.

The stronger dip angles noted at the north ends of lines 

580E and 900E probably indicate an abrupt termination of the clay 

horizon, perhaps against a subsurface scarp. It is possible that a 

conductive fault or shear exists at this location and has some effect 

on the electromagnetic response but interference by the clay layer 

makes definite interpretation impossible.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The electromagnetic survey indicated that a conductive 

clay horizon lies in the lake basins. No linear conductors were located. 

It may be that none exist on the claims or that the clay is of sufficient 

thickness to shield any possible response from the type of survey used.

It is recommended that the next phase of exploration on 

the claims include lake-bottom soil-sampling and analysis of the samples 

for radon and/or helium. It should be noted that tailings have leaked 

from the Madawaska Mines tailings pond into Bentley Lake (through a 

fault or fissure since grouted) and as a result the surface of the 

lake bottom may be salted. It may therefore be necessary to take augered 

samples at a greater depth than usual.

Robert i-. V. ile strom 
April 20, 1978. B.A^Sc. P. fing.
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